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We’re passionate about helping you find your 
unique kitchen style and making the process  
of your renovation as simple as possible. 
Choose from a collection of stylish brands 
and products to help create your personalised 
kitchen, bathroom or living space. 

From a coastal style setting inspired by the Hamptons, 
through to a charmed country collection, or perhaps if  
a bolder industrial look is more your scene, we’re confident 
we’ll be able to work with you to bring your dreams and 
vision to life.

To get started, book a Style Consultation today  
at thekitchencollective.com.au

Creating 
Beautiful 
Spaces

https://thekitchencollective.com.au/


The Kitchen  
Collective Difference

Our philosophy is to take the hassle out of 
your project. Our Design Consultants, Project 
Managers, Site Technicians and Tradespeople 
will do all the heavy lifting, let our team guide 
you through the process and enjoy the results.

Explore our showroom 
and speak with a Design 
Consultant to find your 

unique style.

Inspire

Come back into the 
showroom and view your 

plans fully designed  
in 3D.

DesignMeasure

Our Technician will inspect, 
measure and evaluate 

your space utilising highly 
accurate laser  

measuring tools.

Install

Your Project Manager and 
Specialist Team will do all the 

work for you, remove the  
old and install the new  

including gas, plumbing 
and electricity.
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Bold and playful with a balanced colour 
palette bringing soul and expression 
to the heart of the home. Featuring 
dark navy’s and crisp whites, with 

soft hues of timber bringing 
warmth to the space.
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Design Tip
A two-tone kitchen enables you to not only 

add visual interest and contrast, but it affords 
the opportunity to tie in complimentary colours 
from the rest of the home. There are no rules – 
show your personality using different colours  

or add warmth and texture with  
a woodgrain.



INDIGO BLUE

BLANCO ZEUS

PROSERPINE 
WALNUT

CONTEMPORARY
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Bringing to life the appeal of a rural style 
kitchen with a country-inspired space. 

Functional and authentic with 
warming timber tones and soft 

greys to appeal to a tailored 
modern environment.
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Design Tip
Country evokes feelings of home, warmth, and 
nature. A contemporary take is to couple timber 
accents through the benchtop and shelving with 
minimalist light and creamy cabinetry. Don’t be 

afraid to incorporate different styles - bring  
in the farmhouse feel with accessories  

and add a dash of Hamptons or 
Industrial style to mix it up.



MANHATTAN
SUPERMATT 

RUSTIC ASH
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A fusion of contemporary elegance  
and sleek design – a dramatic and striking 

scheme at the forefront  
of modern design. 
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Design Tip
Come join the inky revolution of dark and moody 

kitchens! Dramatic interiors are making a big 
impression these days, combining matt black 

surfaces with warm earthy tones, creating 
contrast. Copper, brass and other metallics will 

help bounce light around the space. Not  
only does dark joinery scream personality 

and sophistication, it hides those  
messy fingerprints too.



BLACK

KELYA

STYLE
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Timeless, elegant design inspired 
by Parisian chic, this provincial 
aesthetic can be refined to suit 

a modern interior space.   
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Design Tip
An elegant style that has stood the test of 

time. But you can add a contemporary spin 
by using a narrower and slimmer benchtop 
thickness. Still providing that sleek and chic 

look, but bringing it into the now.
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NEGRO TEBAS

PARCHMENT 
GLOSS



A celebration of natural-inspired elements 
where textural features and imperfect 

aesthetics are re-imagined. A symphony 
 of dark tones and metal features, 
paying homage to old industrial 

spaces, working together 
in harmony.
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Design Tip
Choose materials that incorporate your 

personal style and connect to your 
interiors. Raw timbers that reveal gorgeous 
imperfections, mixed with black tapware, 

exposed pipes and beams, with minimalistic 
stone benchtops create a new template

for modern design and living.
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PEARL GREY

KRETA

TRILIUM

DUST GREY
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Coastal and casual, the Hamptons interior  
style – originally inspired by a group of villages 

called The Hamptons on Long Island, New 
York – represents elegant coastal living, 

enriched with a calming  
neutral palette.

HAMPTONS
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Design Tip
A Hamptons interior has sophisticated 

elegance and a relaxed coastal feel. It is light, 
bright, and airy with calming coastal colours 

including soft blues and greens, neutral greys, 
and whites. Shaker profile cabinetry paired 
with a marble-look benchtop is a timeless  

and classic combination that will  
never go out of style.     
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VONGOLE 
SUPERMATT

ETERNAL 
CALACATTA GOLD



A representative of Nordic design, 
incorporating hues from natural timber, 

crisp whites and soft greys to 
create a minimalistic yet inviting 

interior aesthetic.
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Design Tip
Minimalism, simplicity, functionality and beauty 
come together to celebrate the ever so popular 

Scandi design aesthetic. Think sleek, clean 
lines - the uncluttered nature and brightness 

evokes a sense of calm, with a focus on  
crisp white walls, natural timbers, and  

stone, with pops of black and tan  
to create a clean and warm  

colour palette.
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ALPINE WHITE

DESERT SILVER

NATURAL HALIFAX 
OAK 



The family collection embraces 
the concept of connected living an 
entertainer’s paradise created with 
a seamless and cohesive palette 

throughout the spaces.
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Design Tip
The Family Collection is sleek and simple in 
design and is effortlessly stylish. Using a soft 
neutral and understated palette sets the tone 
and makes it easy to flow beautifully from one 

space to the next. This creates a cohesive 
and seamless look in your home, 
particularly for that of open plan, 

and connected living.  



PREMIUM WHITE
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LAGOON



Representing understated elegance,  
a compact kitchen design for a modern 

footprint, where clever design meets 
sophisticated living.

STUDIO
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Compact doesn’t need to mean less 
functionality. When space is precious, 

creating a laundry zone that can be tucked 
away behind closed doors, is a great 

use of space within a kitchen.

Design Tip

STUDIO
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WHITE GREY

ONYX GREY

TERRAZZO
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If you’re still unsure about what style you like, we can help. 
Our showroom is designed to inspire and excite, so you 
can visualise and find the collection that’s perfect for you. 
 
The best way to get started is to book a free Style 
Consultation. We will walk you through our extensive 
Style Lab so you can experience the full range and start 
customising to your unique style preferences. You can 
also see our most popular kitchen designs in virtual  
reality through our VR Kitchen Experience technology.

To get started, book a Style Consultation  
today at thekitchencollective.com.au

Come see our most 
popular kitchen 
designs in VR

Looking  
for More 
Inspiration?

https://thekitchencollective.com.au/
https://thekitchencollective.com.au/showroom-consult/


Social

Get in Touch
1800 560 705

thekitchencollective.com.au

Location
Mentone Showroom

Open 7 days a week

@thekitchencollectiveau

@TheKitchenCollectiveAU

The Kitchen Collective

https://thekitchencollective.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/thekitchencollectiveau/
https://www.facebook.com/TheKitchenCollectiveAU/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmojCb7bcKsvc5gF9FOUPxw/featured

